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SECTION FOUR: PHONOLOBY AND PHONOTACTICS

27- PHONOLOGY

27. 1 . Phoneme inventory

27 . 1 . 1 . Consonants

Warao has eleven consonant phonemes,
below:

shown i n TABLE 1

9

bilabial



MEDIAL POSITION
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STOPS

ebe 'because^
etere *bell'
eku ' in'
ek"aka * -f an *

FLAP

ereta ' f ear

'

SEM I -CONSONANTS

FRICATIVES

esi

* piranha"
*put away'

NASALS

emi
eneru

' show'
'dig'

ewehi
evene

'grate*
'river fork'

27.1.2. Vowels

Warao has five vowels, as shown in TABLE 20 below:
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27.2. Phonetic realizations of the phonemes

27.2. 1. Consonants

Warao consonant phonemes show both voiced and voiceless
allophones. The set of consonant allophones is shown in (297)

( 297 ) STOPS FR I CAT IVES

/p/ > CpUCbD /h/ > Ch3
/t/ > EtJ /s/ > Cs3
/k/ > Ck.l

/k**/ > Ck"3

FLAP NASALS

/r/ > CdaCrJ /m/ > Cml
/n/ > Cn3

SEMI-CONSONANTS

/„/ > c„3
/y/ > tyj

Voiced allophones in the language are mostly found in word
initial position; in other cases, they appear inter

—

vocal ically. However, not all word-initial consonants are
voi ced and there Are di f f erences i n the frequency of voi eel ess
allophones. For example, Cb^Cpl may be said to be almost in
free variation in most word positions. It is common to hear
Cpotopoto3 or CbotobotoD- But, Ihl will tend to appear in
Spanish loans, whether they contain /p/ or /b/ stops, for
i nstance , Spani sh pelota ^ bal 1

' borrows as Warao berota

,

cambiar 'change' as kabiata and barco ship' as baroko. Among
the speakers of the area under research for this dissertation,
initial Cp3 is found in a very reduced set of lexical items,
for example, CpayaraJ 'kind of fish' which never was heard
with the voiced stop. In Warao, Cp3 and Zbl are unaspirated as
al 1 remaining stops.

On the other hand, the /r/ allophones Cd3Cr3 occur in quite
specific phonological environments: <i) Cd3 always appears
initially, and (ii) Cr3 is always intervocalic- In Warao, the
Cr 3 vari ant has the hi ghest frequency of occurrence gi ven the
fact that to the extensi ve nati ve lex icon containi ng such
allophonic realization, Spanish loans including initial or
medial /r//l/ and /d/, medial /r/ and medial clusters such as
/dr/ must also be incorporated- Some examples are presented in
(298)



(298) SPANISH
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WARAO

deber
barril
lim6n
•fiscal
bala
D61vora
Pedro

erebe ' owe *

bariri * vat

'

arimona * I emon

"

bisikari ^fiscal*
bara * pel lot"
borobora * gun powder

"

bero ' Peter *

Warao semi -consonants /w/ and /y/, given their inherent
non-syllabic feature, are always initial segments o-f

diphthongs and triphthongs. These phonemes contrast with
syllabic /u/ and /i/, as shown in the pairs in (299-301)

(299)
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'You, give (it)
Enao3 'come'
Cmoyol * kind o-f bird

'

C i n^Maha3 ' dry season

'

A nasalized string in Warao is interrupted by any non-nasal
:ansonant. For example:

( 304 > £ mehokoh i 3 * shadow

'

Cnaate3 ' come/wi 1 1 come'

28- PHONOTACTICS

Roots in Warao almost always begin with a consonant and end
with a vowel. The -first tendency is the strongest, and indeed,
the number of vowel initial roots, by dictionary count, is
reduced as compared with those o-f consonant initial ones.
Consonants never cluster in Warao and Are forbidden in
syllable final position, a trait that is evidenced also in
Spani sh 1 oans contal ni ng syl 1 abl es endi ng in a consonant

,

which in Warao undergo deletion or rising of an epenthetical
subsequent vowel, as (305) exemplifies:

< 305 ) SPAN ISH WARAO

arr6z aro 'rice'
carta karata 'letter'
Qobernador kobenahoro 'governor'

Conversel y , vowel s can cl uster formi ng roots of up to f our
segments, provided that not two of the same quality get into
direct contact.

The behavior of consonants and vowels as far as the
possibilities of their combination is concerned leads to
conclude that the basic syllable types in Warao are (C)V, in
which the vowel is a nucleous which a consonant may, or may
not, precede, either root initially, medially or finally- The
possible CV combinations in Warao airG presented in TABLE 21
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Ill

Add! t i onal 1 y , the possl b 1 e V—sy 1 1 abl e sequences i n Warao are
summarized in TABLE 22 below:

i
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maremare CCVCV+CVCV3 *sound for referring to music*, kuaikuai
* bouncing up and down* j etc.

The predominant pattern o-f heavy stress is on the
penultimate vowel , antepenultimate heavy stress remaining
conf i ned to some onomatopoei c words and ul ti mate heavy stress
to Spanish loans which are heavily stressed in the ultimate
syllable in that language. Heavy stress almost without
exception falls on the second syllable from the end in
disyllables, trisllables and polysyllables. Monosyllables
generally bear heavy stress if the syllable pattern in CV, and
weak stress if the syllable patern is V (Romero Figueroa,
1986b). In some cases, monosyllables are completely
unstressed- Further, heavy stress in Warao often shifts to the
right in search for penultimate syllables once roots take
inflections- This displacement obviously occurs across
morphemic boundaries- An example of Warao stress shift is
provided in (309)

(309) nah6ro

nAhor6 -te "You eat*

nah6ro -nAka * You do not eat *

nAhora -nakA -rat ' Don * t you eat?

"

The mar ki ng of weak stress i n (309) agrees wi th a rule by
which alternate syllables are stressed with weak secondary
stress, counting back from the heavily stressed syllable, and
syllables not stressed with heavy stress are unstressed.

In Warao , no two words Ar^ distinguished by placement of
stress- Stress has a purely del imitative function in the
language- Root boundaris may be set departing from the
syllables bearing heavy stress which will always be
penultimate, al terning with unstressed and weak syllables
ei ther to the r i ght or to the 1 ef t . Thi s behavi or i mpl i es that
the next heavily-stressed syllables necessarily belong to
other roots. Root boundary setting also demand an analysis of
al lophone distribution, specially that of those solely
appearing word—initially.
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